


Ketamine analogues multiplying in Hong Kong

To the Editor—New psychoactive substances are increasingly seen in Hong Kong. We have previously reported an outbreak affecting 52 patients involving a ketamine analogue, 2-oxo-PCE, which is much more potent than ketamine and caused more severe clinical adverse effects.1,2 We report the recent identification of two other ketamine analogues, 2-fluoro-deschloroketamine [2-(2-fluorophenyl)-2-methylamino-cyclohexanone] and deschloroketamine (2-phenyl-2-methylamino-cyclohexanone), in urine samples of two unrelated ketamine abusers. The 2-fluoro-deschloroketamine was first synthesised in 2014 as a ketamine derivative.3 To date, there have been no case reports of its abuse or poisoning in the scientific literature. Deschloroketamine was first described in 1962 and its recreational use was first reported in 2015.4 Both drugs belong to the arylcyclohexylamine class which is known to possess antagonist activity at the N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor.5 User reports on internet forums showed that 2-fluoro-deschloroketamine has a similar potency as ketamine, whereas deschloroketamine is more potent than ketamine. These two drugs are not detected by common urine toxicology screening methods.

Frontline clinicians should be aware of patients with suspected ketamine abuse but with negative urine immunoassay and toxicology results. In point of fact, the kind of new psychoactive substances greatly outnumbers traditional drugs of abuse nowadays.4 Poisoned patients or drug abusers may present with unfamiliar clinical toxidromes. Traditional toxicology analyses usually cannot determine the true nature of such new psychoactive substances. Analysis of these substances is available in our laboratory and can be requested by clinicians in Hong Kong.
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